HIDDEN DISEASE SIGNS IN THE PATTERN OF BREATHING
Using all waveform data with SPAR to improve respiratory diagnostics
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1 - Physiological Waveforms:

3 - Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD):

A missed opportunity

The need for better diagnostics

ECG

Causes

Blood Pressure

• Smoking
• Occupational
exposure
• Air pollution
• Genetic factors ii

Respiration

Physiological waveforms are currently being
recorded in hospitals and by home monitoring
devices with vast amounts of detail (100s of data
points per second)
However, conventional analysis discards most of
these data points extracting only single point
measures, such as rate

•

UK Burden

Pathology :
• Bronchitis
(airway
inflammation)
• Emphysema
(airway damage)
Symptoms:
• Increasing
breathlessness
• Persistent cough,
chest infections ii

Time (s)

•

Disease

•

The complex shape and variability of the signals
can contain valuable hints about disease

•

The analysis of this readily available information
could bring about faster diagnostics, improve
patient’s outcomes and reduce the NHS’s burden,
by simply making more of the available data

•

How can we more efficiently analyse this big data,
providing earlier alerts in disease?

•
•
•

•

3M patients
(2M undiagnosed)
140.000 hospital
admissions and 1M+
bed uses per year
30.000 deaths
per year (5th UK
leading cause of
death)
£1.9 billion per year
(95% direct costs to
NHS) iii

Exacerbations
•

Prompt treatment of
exacerbations has
been shown to
improve outcomes

•

Improved
monitoring in
hospitals or at home
allows earlier
detection, thus
expediting
treatment iv

4 - The Breathing Shape of Exacerbating COPD Patients:
SPAR as an earlier indicator of COPD exacerbations
•

We studied 30 days of home monitoring nasal cannula pressure recordings from 10
COPD patients following discharge from hospital after an exacerbation

•

6 patients completed the monitoring period at home without worsening of symptoms

•

4 patients were re-admitted to hospital or required treatment for exacerbations

•

We measured respiratory rate and SPAR attractors for every monitoring day (Fig. 1-2)

v

2 - The SPAR Technique:
Using all waveform data
•

Interdisciplinary research combining mathematics
and biomedicine led to the development of the
Symmetric Projection Attractor Reconstruction i

•

This mathematical technique replots all the high
fidelity data to generate a corresponding image
(attractor)

•

This can be quantified generating new metrics
about the shape and variability of the
physiological waveforms

Figure 1: 1 minute normalised SPAR attractors from 2 representative stable patients (blue arrow) and 2 example exacerbating
(red arrow) patients over the 30 day monitoring period. Row 1 = monitoring days, * = SPAR shape change - ‘opening’.

Step 1: Select the values of three data points
running through a waveform recording, separated
by a fixed time delay (tau)

•

tau

ROC AUC = 0.96

ROC AUC = 0.83

tau
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Figure 2.1: Conventionally measured respiratory rate.
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Figure 2.2: Novel SPAR attractor ‘openness’.

* = Deterioration event (readmission or treatment). Blue = Stable Patients. Red = deteriorating patients.
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Step 2: Plot these values in 3D, creating loops for
every wave, and project back to in 2D by viewing
the cube down one corner, finally adding colour
to represent overlap of the loops

•

5 - Conclusions
•

Attractors from patients who went on to deteriorate during the monitoring period showed
clear visual differences (opening) from the day of discharge which were maintained over time

•

By using all available data points on the waveform, attractor ‘openness’ showed an increased
sensitivity of detection as compared to respiratory rate (need to confirm results in larger cohort)

•

Respiratory rate is challenging to accurately measure in hospital and home-monitored patients,
therefore SPAR may provide additive benefit to visualise and detect deterioration

•

SPAR could be readily implemented alongside conventional measures to bring about an easier,
faster, detection of COPD patients at risk of deterioration and potentially other respiratory illnesses
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